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ness to demilitarize her own capital and blaming Jordan as usual
for blocking every effort toward peace.
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The Department of State to the Embassy in Syria l

CONFIDENTIAL WASHINGTON, January 11, 1954—6:31 p. m.
PRIORITY

281. FYI. Re Embtel 264 Jan 9 2 Department and USUN are con-
sidering several possible revisions paragraphs 5, 9, 11 and 13 in-
cluding those~suggested by Zeineddine to USUN New York on Dec
'29. Revisions he proposed to USUN were substantially same as
those he proposed to Department Jan 4 except for slight difference
in wording of 11. Our hope is that Zeineddine and Malik can be
induced favor or at least not oppose resolution if it is modified; and
that if Malik votes affirmatively or abstains it will greatly reduce
likelihood of Soviet veto. Since if decision if taken to make changes
they will have to be negotiated by USUN and UK and French dele-
gations and used in bargaining with Malik and Zeineddine, it is es-
sential that Zeineddine not be informed details our present think-
ing except in its discretion by USUN after his return New York.
End FYI.

2. In reply his query (Embtel 264) you may inform Zeineddine
that due Tripartite sponsorship resolution we cannot at this time
say more than that US has his proposals under consideration.

3. If you see no objection please approach Shishakli earliest op-
portunity and emphasize that it is in best interest Syria, US and
all concerned that some workable resolution be passed at early
date; and stress danger that if resolution in some form is not soon
passed Israelis may take unilateral action which could have gra-
vest consequences. Inform Shishakli we hope he will instruct Zein-
eddine to take moderate line and to encourage Malik to vote for or
at least abstain on a resolution containing at least minimum essen-
tials.

If Shishakli brings up "Russian aid" theme along lines your tel
268 Jan 9, you may in your discretion stress our belief that Syrian

1 Repeated priority to Beirut.
2 Telegram 264 from Damascus, Jan. 9, reported that Zeineddine had that day re-

quested the Embassy to ascertain the U.S. reaction to proposals he presented to the
Department on Jan. 4 for amendment of the draft resolution on the Israeli diversion
project. (684A.85322/1-954)


